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Safety Instructions

Appropriate use

Themodule and the connected transducers may be used formeasurement and
directly related control tasks only. Any other use is not appropriate.

To ensure safe operation, themodulemay only be used as specified in the operating
manual. It is also essential to follow the respective legal and safety regulations for
the application concerned during use. The same applies to the use of accessories.

Each time, before starting up themodules, youmust first run a project planning and
risk analysis that takes into account all the safety aspects of automation technology.
This particularly concerns personal andmachine protection.

Additional safety precautions must be taken in plants wheremalfunctions could
causemajor damage, loss of data or even personal injury. In the event of a fault,
these precautions establish safe operating conditions.

This can be done, for example, by mechanical interlocking, error signaling, limit value
switches and such.

Safety rules

Amodulemust not be connected directly to aDC power supply network. The
maximum permissible supply voltage is:

CX modules 10 VDC ... 30 VDC

EX23-R module 10 VDC ... 36 VDC

MXmodules 10 VDC ... 30 VDC

UPX modules (1-UPX001-2 or 1-UPX002-2) 10 VDC ... 30 VDC

The supply connection, as well as the signal and sense leads, must be installed in
such away that electromagnetic interference does not adversely affect device
functionality. (HBM recommendation: "Greenline shielding design," downloadable
from the Internet at www.hbm.com.)

Automation equipment and devices must be covered over in such away that
adequate protection or locking against unintentional actuation is provided (such as
access checks, password protection, etc.).

When devices areworking in a network, these networks must be designed in such a
way that malfunctions in individual nodes can be detected and shut down.

Safety precautions must be taken both in terms of hardware and software, so that a
line break or other interruptions to signal transmission, such as via the bus
interfaces, do not cause undefined states or loss of data in the automation device.

http://www.hbm.com/
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Conditions on site

For all modules:

n Observe themaximum permissible ambient temperatures given in the
specifications.

n Minimize device exposure to direct sunlight in hot operating environments.

Maintenance and cleaning

Themodules aremaintenance-free. Please note the followingwhen cleaning the
housing:

n Before cleaning, disconnect the equipment completely.

n Clean the housing with a soft, slightly damp (not wet) cloth. Never use solvents,
since these could damage the labeling on the front panel and the display.

n Do not apply high water pressure to the unit for cleaning.

General dangers of failing to follow the safety instructions

Themodule is a state of the art device and, as such, is fail-safe. Themodulemay
give rise to further dangers if it is inappropriately installed and operated by untrained
personnel. Any person instructed to carry out installation, commissioning,
maintenance or repair of themodulemust have read and understood theUser
Manuals and in particular the technical safety instructions.

Remaining dangers

The scope of supply and performance of themodule covers only a small area of
measurement technology. In addition, equipment planners, installers and operators
should plan, implement and respond to the safety engineering considerations of
measurement technology in such away as tominimize remaining dangers.
Prevailing regulations must be compliedwith at all times. Theremust be reference to
the remaining dangers connectedwithmeasurement technology. Aftermaking
settings and carrying out activities that are password-protected, youmust make sure
that any controls that may be connected remain in safe condition until the switching
performance of themodule has been tested.

Product liability

In the following cases, the protection provided for the devicemay be adversely
affected. Liability for device functionality then passes to the operator:

n The device is not used in accordance with the operatingmanual.

n The device is used outside the field of application described in this chapter.

n The operator makes unauthorized changes to the device.

Working safely

Errormessages should only be acknowledged once the cause of the error is
removed and no further danger exists.
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The equipment complies with the EMC standards of EN 61326-1 / EN 61326-2-x.
These standards define emission limits and immunity requirements formultiple
environments.

With respect to emissions, the standards contain limits for industrial (class A) and
residential / commercial (class B) environments. The standard herein references
CISPR 11:2009+A1:2010.

With respect to immunity, the standards contain limits for electromagnetic protected
(lowest requirements), general and industrial (highest requirements) environments.

TheSomatXR modules listed in the declaration of conformity are conformal to the
requirements for:

n Emissions: Class A

n Immunity: Industrial

TheSomatXR series and its modules are intended for use in an industrial
environment. When used in residential or commercial environments, additional
arrangements may be required to limit electromagnetic emissions.

Conversions and modifications

Themodulemust not bemodified from the design or safety engineering point of view
except with our expressed agreement. Any modification shall exclude all liability on
our part for any resultant damage.

In particular, any repair or solderingwork onmotherboards or replacement of
components is prohibited. When exchanging completemodules, use only original
parts fromHBM.

Themodule is delivered from the factory with a fixed hardware and software
configuration. Changes can only bemadewithin the possibilities documented in the
manuals.

Qualified personnel

Qualified persons means persons entrustedwith the installation, fitting,
commissioning and operation of the product who possess the appropriate
qualifications for their function. This module is only to be installed and used by
qualified personnel, strictly in accordancewith the specifications and the safety rules
and regulations.

This includes people whomeet at least one of the three following requirements:

n Knowledge of the safety concepts of automation technology is a requirement
and as project personnel, youmust be familiar with these concepts.

n As automation plant operating personnel, you have been instructed how to
handle themachinery and are familiar with the operation of themodules and
technologies described in this documentation.

n As commissioning engineers or service engineers, you have successfully
completed the training to qualify you to repair the automation systems. You are
also authorized to activate, to ground and label circuits and equipment in
accordance with safety engineering standards.
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It is also essential to comply with the legal and safety requirements for the
application concerned during use. The same applies to the use of accessories.

Symbols

The following symbols may be found on themodule:

Meaning: Electrostatic sensitive device

Devices markedwith this symbol can be damaged beyond repair by electrostatic
discharge. Please observe the handling instructions for components exposed to the
risk of electrostatic discharge.

Meaning: Electric shock hazard

Devices markedwith this symbol may allow improper use to result in an electric
shock. Please observe handling instructions for components capable of delivering
an electric shock.

Meaning: CE mark

TheCEmark enables themanufacture to guarantee that the product complies with
the requirements of the relevant CE directives (the declaration of conformity is
available at www.hbmdoc.com).

Meaning: Statutory waste disposal mark

National and local regulations regarding the protection of the environment and
recycling of raw materials require old equipment to be separated from regular
domestic waste for disposal.

Formore detailed information on disposal, please contact local authorities or the
dealer fromwhom you purchased the product.

The following symbols may be found in this manual.

WARNING
Meaning: Dangerous situation
Warns of a dangerous situation in which failure to comply with safety
requirements can result in death or serious bodily injury.

CAUTION
Meaning: Potentially dangerous situation
Warns of a potentially dangerous situation in which failure to comply with safety
requirements could result in bodily injury or damage to property.

NOTE
Meaning: Important information
Points out important information about the product or its handling.
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1 Introduction

1.1 SomatXR DAQ

TheSomatXR RuggedDAQ series is amodular and universally applicable
measurement system. Themodules of this family can be individually combined and
intelligently connected according to themeasurement task. The distributed operation
makes it possible to position individual modules close to themeasuring points,
resulting in short sensor lines.

TheSomatXR RuggedDAQ series consists of the followingmodules:

n MX840B-R universal module: Up to eight (8) universal inputs for connecting
more than 16 transducer technologies including one connector compatible with
CAN inputs.

n MX1615B-R bridgemodule (strain gage amplifier): Up to 16 individually
configurable inputs, including strain gage-based transducers, standardized
voltage and resistance or resistance-basedmeasurements.

n MX1601B-R standardmodule (universal amplifier): Up to 16 configurable inputs
for DC voltage sources (60 V, 10 V, 100mV), DC current sources (20mA) or
current-fed piezoelectric transducers (IEPE, ICP®).

n MX1609KB-R Thermocouple Amplifier , MX1609TB-R Thermocouple Amplifier:
Up to 16 thermocouples type K (Ni-CrNi) or respectively 16 thermocouple type T
(Cu-CuNi), can be connected to the respectivemodules for measuring
temperatures.

n MX411B-R highly dynamic universal module: Up to four (4) inputs, including
strain gage and inductive bridges, standardized voltage and DC current sources
(20mA) or current-fed piezoelectric (IEPE, ICP®) and piezoresistive
transducers.

n MX460B-R frequency / counter module: Up to four (4) digital inputs to measure
digital pulses up to 1MHz (speed, torque, angle position, displacement, PWM in
general).

n MX471B-R CAN module: Up to four (4) independent CAN bus nodes electrically
isolated from each other and from the power supply.

n MX471C-R CAN / CAN FD Module : Up to four (4) independent CAN / CAN FD
bus nodes electrically isolated from each other and from the power supply. The
module can also be used as a gateway to connect to multiple SomatXR modules
via FireWire and to a PC via Ethernet.

n MX590B-R pressure acquisitionmodule: Configurable with up to five (5)
individual pressure transducers. Pressuremeasurement: absolute, up to 10 bar;
relative, up to 25 bar.
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n CX22B-R Data Recorder: The CX22B-R is shipped with the pre-installed
catman Easy DAQ software package for test parameterization, visualization and
data analysis in the field. The acquired test data is stored on the integrated SSD
memory.

NOTE
Details about theCX22B-R can be found in the separate CX22B-R usermanual.

n CX27C-R Industrial Ethernet Gateway: Themodule is used for the integration
of SomatXR modules into fieldbusses like EtherCAT® or PROFINET. The
module can also be used as gateway to connect multiple SomatXR modules
connected via FireWire and to a PC via Ethernet.

NOTE
Details about theCX27C-R can be found in the separate CX27C-R usermanual.

n EX23-R PoE Ethernet Switch: The EX23-R is a ruggedized 10-port Gigabit
switch that supports IEEE1588 PTPv2 transparent clock time synchronization.
Five ports provide Power over Ethernet (PoE) to support cameras and other low
power Ethernet based data sources.

NOTE
Details about the EX23-R can be found in the separate CX23-R andEX23-R user
manual.
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1.2 Module transducer overview

Transducer MX840B-R MX1615B-R MX1601B-R
MX1609KB-R
MX1609TB-R

MX411B-R MX460B-R MX471B-R MX471C-R MX590B-R
Wiring
diagram

Strain gage, full bridge
six-wire configuration

● ● ● 64

Strain gage, half bridge
five-wire configuration

● ● ● 64

Strain gage, quarter bridge
three- or four-wire
configuration

● *

3-wire only
●

● *

3-wire only
64

Inductive full bridge ● ● 68

Inductive half bridge ● ● 68

LVDT (linear variable
differential transformer)

● 68

Piezoresistive transducer ● ● 71

Potentiometric transducer ● ● 72

Voltage, 60 V, 10 V, 100 mV ●
●

60 V only
●

●

10 V only
74

Current-fed piezoelectric
transducer (IEPE, ICP®)

● †     ●  † ● † 75

Current, 20 mA ● ● ● 76

Resistance or resistance-
based measurements

● ● 78
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Transducer MX840B-R MX1615B-R MX1601B-R
MX1609KB-R
MX1609TB-R

MX411B-R MX460B-R MX471B-R MX471C-R MX590B-R
Wiring
diagram

Resistance thermometer
(RTD), PT100 or PT1000

●
●

PT100 only
78

Thermocouple ● ‡

●

K-type or T-type

respectively

80

Frequency / pulse counter
(timer, TTL)

●

connectors 5-8
● 82

Incremental encoder
(timer, TTL)

●

connectors 5-8
● 82

Torque / speed
●

connectors 5-8
● 82

Passive inductive encoder ● 90

PWM - Pulse width, pulse
duration, period duration

● 91

Crankwheel sensor ● 96

SSI protocol
    ●  

connectors 5-8
82

CAN bus
● 

connector 1
    ●  §     ●  § 93

CANFD bus ● 93

Absolute pressure
(gas/fluid) sensor

● 95

Relative pressure
(gas/fluid) sensor

● 95

*Use quarter bridge adapter 1-SCM-R-SG1000-2, 1-SCM-R-SG120-2 or 1-SCM-R-SG350-2. †Optional: ODU 14-pin to BNC adapter 1-KAB430-0.3. ‡Use thermocouple adapter 1-SCM-R-TCK-2 for K-
type, 1-SCM-R-TCE-2 for E-type, 1-SCM-R-TCT-2 for T-type and 1-SCM-R-TCJ-2 for J-type. § Including support for CCP/XCP-on-CAN (not in combinationwith CX23-R).
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1.3 About the documentation

TheSomatXR documentation consists of:

n Printed quick start guides for initial startup.

n Usermanuals for the SomatXR series in PDF format.

n Various data sheets for SomatXR modules and accessories.

n Several PDFmounting instructions for cables, adapters and connectors.

n Comprehensive online help and easy search options are available after the
installation of theWindows PC software (for example, MX Assistant and
catman®EASY).

These documents can be found:

n On the SomatXR system DVD supplied with themodules.

n After installation of theMX Assistant software on your local PC.

n Up-to-date versions are always available at www.hbm.com/somatxr.

1.4 MX modules

All SomatXR MXmodules can be combinedwithMXmodules of theQuantumX
(MX...) series and can be connected to theCX22 data recorder andEthernet
gateway and theCX27Ethernet and Industrial Ethernet Gateway. There are some
limitations when using the SomatXR data recorder CX23-R and the Somat eDAQXR
and eDAQXR-lite CPU layers (see the correspondingmanual).

The connection interfaces on the rear are identical to Ethernet and FireWire. TheMX
modules of the SomatXR series offer additional functions. In principle, they can be
synchronized using the FireWire or Ethernet-basedPTPv2 protocol (IEEE1588).
Furthermore, decimal data rates are available in addition to the "Classic HBMData
Rates".

EachMXmodule has a similar back panel with a power connector, two FireWire
connectors, and oneEthernet connector.

MX module features
All MX modules have the following in common:

n Low voltage connection

n Configurable Ethernet interface for data communication with an operating PC

n Two FireWire interfaces
o For optional voltage supply (note data sheet)
o For optional data communication with a PC
o For synchronization of themodules
o For internal measured data transmission

n Status LEDs to display current module status

n A factory calibration certificate is stored on each amplifier, which can be read out

http://www.hbm.com/somatxr
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by theMX Assistant

n AutoBoot (module configurations are retained)

With amplifiers, the following applies for eachmeasurement channel:

n Electrical isolation

l Signal inputs electrically isolated to the voltage supply and communication

l Signal inputs electrically isolated to each other (except MX1615B-R)

n Configurable supply voltage for active sensors

n Support for TEDS technology (read, write)

n Configurable sample rate

n Configurable active digital filter (Bessel, Butterworth or Linear Phase)

n Configurable scaling (can also be saved in TEDS)

Sensors assigned using the sensor database can be calibrated via the channel and
written back into the sensor database.
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2 Setting up a system

2.1 Getting started with the MX module

To set up aCX23-R controlled system, refer to ConnectingMXmodules to aCX23-
R. Otherwise, proceed to get started using the following information.

EachMXmodule has a similar back panel with a power connector, two FireWire
connectors, and oneEthernet connector. B series modules have a 100MBit Ethernet
connectionwith an 8 pinODU socket. C series modules have a 1GBit Ethernet
connectionwith an 8 pinM12 x coded socket.

To get started, connect aDC voltage source of 10 to 30 volts (24 recommended) to
the X104 power supply port using the 1-NTX002AC/DC power supply unit or the 1-
KAB294-W-5 power supply cable. Connect the host PC to the Ethernet (X100) or
FireWire (X101 or X102) ports of themodule using the 1-KAB273-5 (B series) or 1-
KAB2106-x (C series) Ethernet cable or 1-KAB293-5 FireWire cable, respectively.

Formore information on connecting themodule to a host PC, seeConnecting a
singlemodule to a host PC andConnectingmultiplemodules to a host PC.

NOTE
Older computers require the use of an Ethernet crossover cable. Newer
computers haveEthernet interfaces with autocrossing functions.

SomatXR MXmodules can be used as standalone devices or in a network for
centralized control, data synchronization and shared voltage supply through
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FireWire. Formore information onmodule networking, seeConnectingmultiple
modules to a host PC andModule synchronization.

Finally, connect the desired sensors. For guidelines on connecting transducers, see
Connecting transducers.

2.2 Mechanical fixing of modules

Seewww.hbm.com for information about devices available formounting SomatXR
ruggedmodules and accessories.

Order No. Item Description

1-CASELINK Installation parts Four (4) elements for
mechanical connection

1-CASELINK-
RUG-2

Caselinks Four (4) rugged elements for
mechanical connection

1-CASEMOUNT Mounting brackets Two (2) fixing brackets for
one (1) module, includes 1-
CASELINK

1-CASEMOUNT2-
2

Mounting brackets Two (2) fixing brackets for
two (2) modules, includes 1-
CASELINK-RUG-2

1-CASEMOUNT3-
2

Mounting brackets Two (2) fixing brackets for
three (3) modules, includes 1-
CASELINK-RUG-2

1-CASEMOUNT-
UMB-2

Universal mounting
bracket

SomatXR topmount bracket
for GPS, UPS, wireless
access points, cameras, etc.
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2.2.1 Caselinks (1-CASELINK or 1-CASELINK-RUG-2)

A set of caselinks consists of four (4) elements to connect two (2) SomatXR
modules to each other. Set screws (M5) are includedwith the caselinks to secure
the caselinks on themodules.

2.2.2 Casemounts (1-CASEMOUNT, 1-CASEMOUNT2-2 or 1-CASEMOUNT3-2)

n Use 1-CASEMOUNT tomount onemodule

n Use 1-CASEMOUNT2-2 tomount twomodules

n Use 1-CASEMOUNT3-2 tomount threemodules

Set screws (M5) and flat screws are included to secure the caselinks and brackets
on themodules. See the data sheets at www.hbm.com formore information.

NOTE
HBM recommends mountingmodules individually in high vibration environments.
Individually mounted SomatXR modules are vibration- and shock-proof according
toMIL-STD-202G. Stacked uppermodules in high vibration environments may
exceed vibration and shock specifications. Make suremountedmodules will not
exceed vibration and shock specifications (seemodule data sheets).
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1-CASEMOUNT

Instructions

The casemounts are pre-assembled. Themounting diagram is not at 1:1 scale. The
dimensions can be used as a guide to tap the holes.

1. Guide a caselink (B) into the slots on the side of amodule. Install the two (2)
caselinks on opposing corners of themodule as shown on themounting
diagram.

2. Make sure the caselink is fully engaged with the slots in the side of themodule.

3. Move the caselink in themodule slots to align the hole in the bracket (A) with
the tapped hole in themounting surface.

4. Tighten the two (2) M5 set screws (C) in each caselink. Tighten the two (2) M6
screws (E) holding the brackets on themounting surface.
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1-CASEMOUNT2-2 and 1-CASEMOUNT3-2

Instructions

Assemble a stack before applying serviceable (blue) threadlock to Phillips head
screws.

1. Apply serviceable (blue) threadlock to the four (4) M5 set screws (E) in each
caselink (D). Use a 2.5mm hex wrench to turn set screws back in the caselink
before installing the caselink on amodule.

2. Connect two (2) stackedmodules by inserting two (2) caselinks (D) in the slots
on each end of themodules.

3. A set of four (4) caselinks can hold two (2) stackedmodules together. Kit 1-
CASEMOUNT2-2 includes 1-CASELINK-RUG-2 for two (2) modules. Kit 1-
CASEMOUNT3-2 includes 1-CASELINK-RUG-2 for three (3) modules.

4. Connect a bracket (F or G) to the caselinks usingM5 flat screws (A),
serviceable (blue) threadlock and a #2 Phillips screw driver. Apply serviceable
threadlock and tighten each screw until secure using a #2 Phillips screw driver.

5. Tighten the set screws (E) in each caselink using a 2.5mm hex wrench.
Tighten the screws to 3.6 N-m (32 in-lbs) torque.

6. Install brackets (F or G) onmodules and verify measurements before drilling
and tapping holes (M6 18-8 1.0 pitch). TheMounting diagram below is not at 1:1
scale. The dimensions can be used as a guide to tap the holes. Themounting
holes in the brackets area slightly oversized to allow for assembly tolerances.
Apply serviceable threadlock toM6 screws (B) and install them through the
three (3) holes in each bracket (F or G) and into the tapped holes. Tighten the
screws to 6.1 N-m (54 in-lbs) torque.
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2.2.3 Universal mounting bracket (1-CASEMOUNT-UMB-2)

This bracket can be used in conjunctionwith the 1-CASEMOUNT2-2 or 1-
CASEMOUNT3-2 kits. See the data sheet at www.hbm.com formore information.

This universal mounting bracket supports a variety of commercial products that may
not meet the vibration specs of the system. Care needs to be taken to insure that the
module specifications in the data sheet are not exceededwhen accessories are
added to the stack.
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Instructions (typical use case)

Assemble a stack before applying serviceable (blue) threadlock to Phillips head
screws.

1. Apply serviceable (blue) threadlock to the four (4) M5 set screws (E) in each
caselink (D). Use a 2.5mm hex wrench to turn set screws back in the
caselinks before installing the caselinks on amodule.

2. Insert two caselinks (D) in the slots on each end of the SomatXR module.

3. Tighten the set screws (E) in each caselink on themodule, using a 2.5mm hex
wrench. Tighten the screws to 3.6 N-m (32 in-lbs) torque.

4. Align the bracket (J) with the caselinks on themodule.

5. Connect a bracket (J) to the caselinks usingM5 flat screws (A), serviceable
(blue) threadlock and a #2 Phillips screw driver. Apply serviceable threadlock
and tighten each screw until secure using a #2 Phillips screw driver.

Optional equipment installation on the universal mounting bracket

Only oneMOXA AWK-4121, 1-EGPS200-B-2, 1-EGPS200-P-2 or SierraWireless
PinPoint X or XT unit will fit on the universal mounting bracket.

The following equipment may be installed on the universal mounting bracket:

1. SierraWireless AirLink GX450 and 1-EGPS-5HZ-2 or Axis camera

2. ACKSYSWLg-xROAD/N or /NP and 1-UPX002-2 or 1-EGPS-5HZ-2 or Axis
camera

3. Two (2) 1-UPX002-2 units

4. 1-UPX002-2 and ACKSYSWLg-xROAD/N or /NP or 1-EGPS-5HZ-2 or Axis
camera

5. Axis camera and L-Com BT-CAT6P1HP-48W

6. L-Com BT-CAT6P1HP-48W and PoE Power injector power supply (Axis
cameramounted separately)

Example of Accessory Mounting: Installing a UPX series Uninterruptible
Power Supply
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EachUPX kit includes four (4) SO-227-1002109 (M4) screws to install the
uninterruptible power supply on amounting bracket.

1. Mount a UPX unit (H) on a universal mounting bracket using serviceable
threadlock, four (4) M4 screws (C) and a 3mm hex wrench.

2. Apply serviceable threadlock and tighten the screws (C) to 1.8 N-m (16 in-lbs)
torque or vibrationmay loosen screws and damage bracket threads.

NOTE
Install other equipment on the universal mounting bracket using appropriate
screws and serviceable threadlock. Some equipment, such as 1-EGPS-5HZ-2
andMOXA AWK-4121, must be installed on the bracket before the bracket is
installed on aSomatXR module. Fully tighten the screws or vibrationmay loosen
screws and damage device threads.

NOTE
Beforemounting an accessory on a universal mounting bracket, make sure the
accessory will not exceed its maximum vibration and shock specifications (see
accessory data sheets).

2.3 Power considerations

CAUTION
Amodulemay be damaged if a supply voltage greater than 30V is used. If the
supply voltage drops below 10V, themodule switches off.

Electromagnetic conformity
TheSomatXR series and its modules are intended for use in an industrial
environment. When used in residential or commercial environments, additional
arrangements may be required to limit electromagnetic emissions.

For example, in the case of voltage supply by battery, wrap the power supply cable
(1-KAB294-W-5) around the included inductive coil four times as pictured below.

NOTE
This applies toMXmodules only and not to the supply of CX23-R or EX23-R
modules.
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If using theNTX002 or NTX003AC/DC Power Supply Units, the system complies
with residential / commercial environments (EN 61326 class B) without any
additional arrangements.

Power via FireWire
If several modules are connected to each other via FireWire for time‐synchronous
data acquisition, the supply voltage can be looped through. The power pack used
must be able to provide the appropriate output. Themaximum permissible current on
the FireWire connection cable is 1.5 A. The supply connectionmust be repeated if
the chain is longer.

CAUTION
For power distribution via FireWire, an external voltage supply with the same
voltage potential is required on every thirdmodule.

If several amplifiers are operated non-synchronously, they must be supplied
separately.

CAUTION
It is not possible to install additional modules in the SomatXR system during
operation (no hot-plugging). To add new modules, please disconnect the power
supply from themodules.

Uninterruptible power supply
It is recommended to install an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) in vehicles with
battery operation between the battery andmodule to compensate for voltage drops
during start procedures. HBM offers the 1-UPX002-2which can provide
uninterruptible power for SomatXR modules.

To use theUPX002 unit, connect the power supply to the input power connector
using a 1-KAB2115-2 cable. Connect theUPX002 output power cable to the X104
power supply port of theMXmodule.

Formore information on theUPX002 capabilities, refer to the 1-UPX002-2Data
Sheet.

2.4 Connecting a single module to a host PC

Single Ethernet connection
To connect amodule to the host PC via Ethernet, simply connect thematching
Ethernet cable to the X100 port of themodule and the Ethernet port of the PC.
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2.5 Connecting multiple modules to a host PC

There are different options to build a SomatXR topology. When the distance between
modules is short (<5m), FireWire connection is recommended. For longer distances
(<100m) Ethernet PTP should be selected.

Multiple Ethernet connection with PTP or NTP synchronization
Modules can be connected to the PC with anEthernet switch. In case of PTP, the
Ethernet switch needs to be compliant to this standard (e.g., SomatXR EX23-R).

All modules should be suppliedwith power separately.

Formore information onPTP andNTP synchronization, seeModule
synchronization.

Multiple FireWire connection (without CX27C-R or MX471C-R)
Data is transferred, modules are synchronized in timing and voltage is supplied via
the FireWire connections. A maximum of 12modules can be connected in series
with each other.
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NOTE
Different supply voltage sources need to have the same reference potential and
should be in the same voltage range. Voltage drops occur as a result of cable
resistance and internal protective circuits; therefore, a considerably lower supply
voltage is applied to the last module in the chain. Make sure that at least 10 V is
applied to the last module.

NOTE
From source to sink, themodules must always be connected from FireWire port
X102 to X101 on the next module.

To connect up to 24modules, use a hub. Hubs are devices that connect network
chains together in star configurations. This connectionmode is again limited to 14
hops. A hop is the transition from onemodule to another (this means n-1 hops for n
modules in a chain). Depending on the connection situation, 1 to 2 hops are counted
in one hub. To count the total number of hops, the longest chain to the data sink must
be counted (worst case).
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Greater distances than 5m in FireWire networks can be bridgedwith optohubs that
enable distances of up to 100mwith the use of a fiber optic cable. Distances over
100m significantly reduce the number of hubs as follows:

n <100m fiber optic cable: 11 Hops

n 100 - 200m fiber optic cable: 7 Hops

n 200 - 250m fiber optic cable: 5 Hops

n 250 - 300m fiber optic cable: 3 Hops

Another advantage in addition to widemeasurement module distribution and the
associated short sensor leads, is fully -isolated data communication between dif-
ferent system components, to suppress the electromag-netic interference of high
overhead line voltages in rail traffic, for example.

Multiple FireWire connection (with CX27C-R or MX471C-R)
Data is transferred, modules are synchronized in timing and voltage is supplied via
the FireWire connections. A maximum of 12modules can be connected in series
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with each other. In the last module (which needs to be theCX27C-R orMX471C-R)
all signals are routed to Ethernet which is connected to a PC.

NOTE
Different supply voltage sources need to have the same reference potential and
should be in the same voltage range. Voltage drops occur as a result of cable
resistance and internal protective circuits; therefore, a considerably lower supply
voltage is applied to the last module in the chain. Make sure that at least 10 V is
applied to the last module.

NOTE
From source to sink, themodules must always be connected from FireWire port
X102 to X101 on the next module.

Multiple Ethernet connection with FireWire synchronization
The supply voltage for themodules is looped through FireWire in the configuration
shown below (max. 1.5 A through FireWire; for power consumption of onemodule
see specifications in data sheet).

The advantage of this connection structure is the othermodules remain active if one
Ethernet cable is broken.
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2.6 Module synchronization

If measurement signals need to be referenced over timewith each other for
processing and analysis, they must be recorded synchronously.

All SomatXR modules can be synchronized among themselves. This ensures
simultaneous measurement on all channels. All the analog-digital converter rates,
measuring rates and bridge excitation voltages are also synchronized.

To achieve a precise reference over time, the applicable channels must be
parameterizedwith the same filter settings. No automatic runtime correction is
carried out. The filter runtimes are shown in the data sheet. After booting and
successful synchronization, the system LED shows green. If synchronization is
disturbed, or not yet established, the system LED shows orange.

Time stamps are appended to themeasured values in the following format:

n Basis: 1.1.2000

n Time stamp: 64 bit

n 32 bit seconds

n 32 bit fractions of a second
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Synchronization Method Overview

Feature FireWire Ethernet PTPv2 Ethernet NTP EtherCAT®

Synchronization with
other devices

QuantumX QuantumX (B and
C series)
MGCplus (CP52)
eDAQXR
eDAQXR-lite

Quantum X
MGCplus
other

all EtherCAT®
participants

Maximum distance
betweenmodules

5m
(40m with FireWire
extender,
500m via optical
fiber)

100m 100m 100m

Number of modules 24 Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited (CX27C-
R needed)

Accuracy < 1 µs < 1 µs < 10ms < 1 µs

Settling time Immediate Immediate approx. 2 hrs
during start
approx. 10min
during restart

Immediate

Master MX module External PTP
grandmaster
MX Module
CX23-R
EXR-CPU
EXRL-CPU

External
SyncMaster

External
SyncMaster

Voltage supply 1.5 A looped
through

None None None

Synchronization via Ethernet PTP
EachSomatXR module can accurately and reliably synchronize its internal clock
using PTPv2 synchronization (IEEE1588: 2008). This is achieved usingmultiple
Ethernet connection through aPTPv2 capable Ethernet switch (e.g., EX23-R).
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To activate PTP synchronization, the time settings of all modules need to be
changed to PTP (viaMX Assistant or catman).

Themaster clock in a network is selected automatically according to amaster clock
algorithm. This allows as well the use of an external grandmaster clock as it will
automatically be selected as master. When no grandmaster clock is available a
module will be selected as master.

To avoid destroying the synchronization quality in heavy loaded networks, it is
recommended that special PTP switches be used. The switches should support
transparent clock with either E2E (end-to-end) or P2P (peer-to-peer) to compensate
for the delay in the network. The transport protocol can be IPv4 or IPv6.

Synchronization via Ethernet NTP
EachSomatXR module can synchronize its internal clock with an external NTP
server. To activate NTP synchronization, the time settings of one ormoremodules
need to be changed toNTP (viaMX Assistant or catman). TheNTP time is
distributed to the othermodules usingmultiple Ethernet connection through an
Ethernet switch or via FireWire. Modules located close together should be
synchronized via FireWire if available.

It is possible to achieve accuracies of 1ms or higher depending on the utilization of
the network andwhether a dedicatedNTP master is being used.

AnNTP software package is included in theHBM software catman®EASY to run an
NTPmaster on the PC.
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Synchronization via FireWire
When using only SomatXR orQuantumXMXmodules in close proximity (less than 5
m), it is recommended to use FireWire connections for synchronization. All the
modules are synchronized automatically when they are connected via the FireWire
cable as the standard synchronization setting is "Auto", whichmeans FireWire. For
more information on FireWire connections, seeConnectingmultiplemodules to a
host PC.

In a standard configuration, themodule with the highest serial number takes over the
master function. If a CX27module or external synchronization source is present in
the system, it automatically becomes the synchronizationmaster. When starting the
system, the system time is set once to the actual time.

If SomatXR andQuantumXMXmodules alone are being used, internal
synchronization is sufficient. However, if synchronous measurements are to be
performed by different measurement systems, an external NTP or PTP mastermust
be used for synchronization. This is also a requirement if theMXmodules are a long
distance away from one another and a FireWire connectionwould be too complex.
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If an external synchronization source is set, themodule with the best
synchronization quality automatically becomes themaster and synchronizes all
modules connected via FireWire.

Other synchronization methods

n EtherCAT®: To time-synchronize via EtherCAT®, a SomatXR CX27C-R or
QuantumX CX27C Industrial Ethernet Gateway is required. For details, please
refer to the CX27manuals.

n IRIG-B: IRIG-B is a standardized time coding and can only be used in
combination with aMX840B(-R) module.

To time-synchronize the SomatXR system, the digital or analogmodulated time
signal is sent externally to any analog voltage input of theMX840B(-R).

TheB127 format uses analogmodulation. Connection is identical to that of a "10 V
voltage" input.

The other formats are BCD-coded andmust be connected analogous to the input
"Frequency, single-pole, without directional signal".

The amplifiers can record IRIG-B signals of type B000 to B007 andB120 to B127. All
modules connected via FireWire are also automatically synchronized. The coding
includes the time, year and optionally, the seconds of the day.

2.7 Connecting transducers

Shielding design
Sources of interference can cause electromagnetic fields which can induce
interference voltages inductively or capacitively via the connection cable and device
housing in themeasurement circuit and therefore interfere with the device function. It
must be ensured that the devices used in the system also do not transmit any
electromagnetic interferences. Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), which
encompasses both the required electromagnetic interference immunity (EMI) and the
permissible electromagnetic interference emissions (EME), has become
increasingly important over the years.

According to theHBMGreenline shielding concept, themeasuring chain is
completely enclosed by a Faraday cage by appropriate routing of the cable shield.
The cable shield is extensively connectedwith the transducer housing and is routed
via the conductive plug to the amplifier housing. The influence of electromagnetic
interferences is significantly reduced by thesemeasures.

NOTE
All parts of themeasurement chain (including all cable connection points such as
plugs and couplings)must be surrounded by a closedEMC‐proof shield. Shield
junctions must represent a full contact, closed and low‐impedance connection.
This is the case for original HBM plug connections.

Ground connection and grounding
As the signal ground and shielding are separated in EMC‐compliant cabling, the
shielding can be connected at more than one point to the ground, i.e. via the
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transducer (metal housing) and the amplifier (housing is connected to the earth
conductor).

If there are differences in potential in themeasuring system, a potential
compensating linemust be laid (reference value: Highly flexible strandedwire, wire
cross section 10mm2). Signal and data leads must be set up physically separated
from current‐carrying power lines. Ideally, cable ducts made of sheet metal with an
internal partition should be used. Signal ground, earth and shieldingmust be laid out
as separated as possible.

In order tominimize the influence of electromagnetic interferences and differences in
potential, the signal ground and earth (or shielding) are designed to be physically
separate in theHBM devices. Themains earth connector or a separate earth
potential lead should serve as the earth connection as is the case for example
regarding potential compensation in buildings. The earth cable should not be
connected to a radiator body, water pipe or similar objects.

Active transducer connection
Somemodules can supply active transducers with a supply voltage of 5-24 volts.

When using the adjustable transducer excitation, electrical isolation from the supply
voltage of the amplifier is not required.

Themaximum permissible power consumption is 700mW per channel and 2W total.
If the power consumption is more than 700mW on one channel, the transducer
excitation of this channel switches off. If the power consumption exceeds a total of 2
W, the devicemay switch off.

CAUTION
Check the correct voltage settingwhen connecting a sensor. Too high a voltage
can destroy the sensor. The voltage value is a part of theMXmodule
parameterization and can only be changedwith a new parameterization. The
sensor supply is switched off in the delivery condition.

2.7.1 TEDS

TEDS (Transducer Electronic Data Sheet) refers to the electronic data sheet of a
transducer or sensor that is stored in a small electronic chip or appropriatemodule
which is permanently connected to the device in the transducer housing, the
inseparable cable or the connector plug.

TEDS allows automatic parameterization of a channel immediately after a sensor
has been connected. Every measurement channel allows reading or writing of
sensor data to the TEDS chip. The sensor database is used to describe a sensor. If
a TEDS sensor is connected, this information is written. In addition, valuablemeta‐
data such as calibration data are delivered providing important information for the
traceability of measurements or tests.

NOTE
The function andworkingmethod of TEDS are defined in Standard IEEE1451.4.
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Transducer information stored in the TEDS datamemory:

n The physical unit of themeasured quantity (e.g. N for force) and its measuring
range

n The unit of the electrical output signal (e.g. mV/V for bridge transducers)

n The linear characteristics as the relation between themeasured quantity and the
electrical signal

n If applicable, the requisite excitation and electrical power supply of the
transducer

Additional information that could be read out using relevant software:

n Transducer manufacturer, type, serial number, etc.

n Calibration date, recalibration interval, calibrator's initials, etc.

The amplifiers in the SomatXR series are capable of reading the transducer
information stored in the data sheet and automatically converting it into amplifier
settings to enable rapid and safemeasurement operation.

The electronic data sheet is read automatically as soon as the transducer is
connected to the device. The electrical bridge between two pins in the plug serves as
the “transducer identification". The amplifier switches automatically to the configured
measurement mode after the digital identificationmode.

The TEDS data can also be read in via a software command, e.g. with catman®AP.

SomatXR RuggedDAQ supports several options for reading andwriting TEDS data:

n It is possible to access a TEDS module via two separate cable wires (“one-wire
circuit") or retrofit TEDS in the transducer connector.

n Amplifiers with direct connection of IEPE transducers support TEDS Version
1.0.

n A special TEDS module is integrated in someHBM transducers, this can
transmit the TEDS data via the feedback line of a sensor (patented “zero‐wire
circuit").

n Thermocouple and pressure amplifiers with RFID chips on the transducer
connector support the TEDS technology.

NOTE
Further information about TEDS topics can be found at
http://www.hbm.com/teds.

NOTE
If using a TEDS calibration table for nonlinear transducer scaling, make sure that
the TEDS chip is written by theHBM TEDS Editor version 3.4.0.6 or later;
catman® version 3.4.1 or later; or QuantumX/MX Assistant version 2.6.R1 or
later.

Retrofitting TEDS in transducer connectors
The IEEE standard 1451.4 defines a generally acknowledged process with which
sensors can be identified. The sensor is identified via the respective data sheet
which is stored in electronic format in the sensor, cable or plug on a 1-wire EEPROM

http://www.hbm.com/teds
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(TEDS - Transducer Electronic Data Sheet). The amplifier communicates with this
EEPROM via the serial 1-wire interface, reads the data sheet andmakes the
corresponding amplifier settings.

HBM recommends the TEDS chip (1-wire® EEPROM)DS24B33 fromMaxim. HBM
offers a packagewith 10 TEDS (1-TEDS-PAK).

2.8 Digitalization and signal path

EachSomatXR measurement channel generates two signals. These signals can be
individually parameterizedwith a different data rate and filter. Parameterization is
easiest to implement with theMX Assistant software.

If several modules are connected together via FireWire, signals can be sent in real
time (isochronous), e.g. from signal source to an output (analog, CAN or Industrial
Ethernet: EtherCAT® or PROFINET). This isochronous real time operation is
possible in parallel to the asynchronous operation. Themaximum data rate here is
4.8 kHz.

SomatXR RuggedDAQ supports the following types of scaling:

n Two points (y=mx+b)

n Table (multi-points) supported only fromMX840B-R, MX411B-R andMX460B-R

n Polynomial supported only fromMX840B-R, MX411B-R andMX460B-R
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3 Controlling the system

3.1 SomatXR CX22B-R / QuantumX CX22B Data Recorders

The data recorders comewith the pre-installedDAQ software catmanEasy. To set
up aCX22B-R controlled system, refer to the documentation includedwith the data
recorder.

3.2 eDAQXR and eDAQXR-lite CPU layers

TheCPU layers host their own secureweb interface for DAQ. To set up a eDAQXR
/ eDAQXR-lite systemwith SomatXR satellites refer to the documentation for the
CPU layers.

3.3 PC Software

SomatXR modules can also be controlled from aPC or laptopwith DAQ software
instead of using a data recorder or CPU layer. The supplied SomatXR SystemCD
contains a powerful software package consisting of theHBMDeviceManager, MX
Assistant and FireWire driver. The software product catman® is available as an
independent product package. The latest device firmware and drivers can be
downloaded from theHBMwebsite (www.hbm.com/daq-support).

3.3.1 HBM Device Manager

TheHBMDeviceManager is a tool that can list all SomatXR, QuantumX andPMX
modules found on the network. This function is also includedwith theMX Assistant.

3.3.2 MX Assistant

TheHBM softwareMX Assistant offers the following functions:

n System:

l Create overview (modules and Host PC)

n Modules:

l Search and configuration (TCP/IP communication) naming

l Reset to factory settings

l Read factory calibration certificate

l Analysis (information, status and log file)

l Save configuration to operating PC

l Firmware updates

n Channels/sensors:

l Configuration (name, connection type, TEDS and semi‐automatic
assignment)

l Measurement (alphanumeric display)

http://www.hbm.com/daq-support
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l Read/write TEDS

l Activate/deactivate isochronous operation via FireWire

l Modify and expand existing sensor databases (e.g. own sensors and dbc
data files), store database in CX23-R readable format (sdbx)

l Map sensor input signals to CAN, EtherCAT® or PROFINET

n Individual signals:

l Set sampling rates and filters (type and cut-off frequency)

l Measured values (Scope)

l Start/stop continuous graphic measurements (time frames, trigger and zoom)

l Basic signal analysis (X‐Y cursor)

l Recordmeasurements of individual channels

n Functions and outputs:

l Generate new signals throughmathematical functions (peak value, effective
value, addition andmultiplication and rotation)

3.3.3 catman®

TheHBM catman® PC software is optimally suited for the following tasks:

n Setting the communication andmeasurement channels (integrated TEDS Editor
and extendable sensor database)

n Configuration of measurement or test tasks (channels, sampling rates, triggers,
comments and interactions)

n Setting up virtual online calculated channels (algebra, FFT, logic, SG rosette
evaluation, differential, integral and such)

n Setting up limit value or event monitoring (digital output activation, acoustic
alarm, logbook entry)

n Individual graphic representation options (strip chart, analogmeter, digital or bar
display, tables, status LEDs and such)

n Diverse trigger and storage options (all data, cyclic, ring buffer, long‐term
measurements and such)

n Export of measured data in current data format (catman®BIN, Excel, ASCII,
DIADEM andMDF)

n Graphic analysis of acquired data

n Automation of measurement sequences (AutoSequence and EasyScript)

n Generating reports (with graphic displays, analysis and comments)

The software package catman®AP consists of various modules:

n catman®EASY – the basic package for recordingmeasurement, visualization
and storing

n EasyMath for mathematical evaluation of recordedmeasurement data

n AutoSequence automates repeatingmeasurement or analysis steps

n EasyPlan enables preparatory parameterization and configuration without
amplifier connection

n EasyScript is based on current VBA standard (Visual Basic for Applications) and
enables writing of own scripts for individual measurement tasks
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n EasyRoadload Integration from Kistler RoaDyn for measuring wheel force and
moment

3.3.4 MX module programming interface (API)

API (Application Programming Interface) designates programming interfaces used
by programmers to directly access functions of other programs for use in their own
programs. TheAPI allows full access to all MX module functions via individually
programmable software. TheAPI can be used in the form of programming libraries in
.NET technologies. The libraries allow separate applications to be created in
programming languages such as C#. The library includes functions such as
communication connection, configuration of inputs and outputs, starting and
stopping data acquisition and troubleshooting.

Findmore information about theHBM commonAPI at www.hbm.com/daq-support.
Application-based examples and practice-oriented documentation enable a quick
start.

3.4 Updating firmware

Updatingmodule firmware is recommended in the following situations:

n Starting use of a new PC software package

n Expanding the system with new modules

UseMX Assistant or catman® to easily check firmware status of themodules and
updatewhen necessary. For details, please refer to the online help of the software.

CAUTION
It may take several minutes for theMXmodule firmware update to complete. Do
not reboot or power down the MX module, when firmware updates are in
progress. This may render theMXmodule unusable.

http://www.hbm.com/daq-support
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4 Modules

4.1 MX840B-R universal module

Up to eight (8) universal inputs can be connected to theMX840B-R module
compatible withmore than 16 transducer technologies.

Transducer MX840B-R Wiring diagram

Strain gage, full bridge
six-wire configuration

● 64

Strain gage, half bridge
five-wire configuration

● 64

Strain gage, quarter bridge
three- or four-wire configuration

    ●  *

3-wire only
64

Inductive full bridge ● 68

Inductive half bridge ● 68

LVDT
(linear variable differential transformer)

● 68

Piezoresistive transducer ● 71

Potentiometric transducer ● 72

Voltage,
60 V, 10 V, 100 mV

● 74

Current-fed piezoelectric transducer
(IEPE, ICP®)

    ●  † 75

Current, 20 mA ● 76

Resistance or resistance-based measurements ● 78

Resistance thermometer (RTD),
PT100 or PT1000

● 78

Thermocouple     ●  ‡ 80

Frequency / pulse counter
(timer, TTL)

●

connectors 5-8
82
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Transducer MX840B-R Wiring diagram

Torque / speed
●

connectors 5-8
82

SSI protocol
    ●  

connectors 5-8
82

CAN bus
database or rawmessage

    ●  

connector 1
93

*Use quarter bridge adapter 1-SCM-R-SG1000-2, 1-SCM-R-SG120-2 or 1-SCM-R-SG350-2. †UseODU 14-pin to BNC adapter 1-KAB430-0.3. ‡

Use thermocouple adapter 1-SCM-R-TCK-2 for K-type, 1-SCM-R-TCE-2 for E-type, 1-SCM-R-TCT-2 for T-type and 1-SCM-R-TCJ-2 for J-type.

Status LEDs

The following table gives the descriptions for all LED states.

System LED Description
Green System is error free

Red System error

Orange System is not ready; boot procedure is running

Orange flashing System is not ready; download is active
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Channel
LED Description Description

(Connector 1, CAN bus)
Green Channel is ready CAN bus activated, CAN

data can be received

All orange Boot procedure is running

All orange
flashing

Download is active

Orange Connection is newly assigned;
transducer identification is
running

CAN data received but bus
is occasionally disturbed;
buffer overflow; individual
data loss

Green
flashing,
then green

TEDS data is being read

Orange
flashing,
then green

Manual configuration; ignore
TEDS

Red No sensor connected; channel
error (incorrect parameterization,
connection error, invalid TEDS
data)

CAN bus error; CAN
interface in Bus OFF state;
CAN data cannot be
received or processed
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MX840B-R pin assignments

Connect sensors via the 14-pinODU MINI-SNAP connectors.

Connector Pin Connection
Wire Color
(1-KAB183 or 1-KAB184)

pin side of cable

1 Excitation (-)
Zeroing pulse (-)

Black

2 Excitation (+)
Zeroing pulse (+)

Blue

3 Voltage input 10 V (+), 60 V (+) White/Black

4 Signal ground
jumper to pin 5

Red/Black

5 Ground cable detect
jumper to pin 4

Pink/Black

6 Current input 20mA (+) Yellow/Black

7 Measurement signal (+)
Voltage input 100mV (+)
f1 (-)

White

8 Measurement signal (-)
f1 (+)

Red

9 Active sensor supply 5...24 V (0 V) Brown

10 Active sensor supply 5...24 V (+) Yellow

11 Sense (-)
f2 (-)
CAN H

Grey

12 Sense (+)
f2 (+)
CAN L

Green

13 TEDS (-)
Ground frequency measurement
CAN Ground

Grey/Black

14 TEDS (+) Green/Black

Shield Shield --

NOTE
Connection between pins 4 and 5 is necessary for all transducers. Note that the
sensor connectormust have a connection between pins 1 and 11 for compatibility
with theMX1615B-R module.
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4.2 MX1615B-R bridge module (strain gage amplifier)

Up to 16 individually configurable inputs can be connected to theMX1615B-R,
including strain gage-based transducers, standardized voltage and resistance or
resistance-basedmeasurements (for example, a PT100 resistance thermometer).

Transducer MX1615B-R Wiring diagram

Strain gage, full bridge
six-wire configuration

● 64

Strain gage, half bridge
five-wire configuration

● 64

Strain gage, quarter bridge
three- or four-wire configuration

● 64

Potentiometric transducer ● 72

Voltage,
60 V

●

60 V only
74

Resistance or resistance-based measurements ● 78

Resistance thermometer (RTD),
PT100

●

PT100 only
78

TheMX1615B-R can supply bridge excitation voltage as a constant DC voltage or
1200Hz (AC) squarewave carrier frequency with an amplitude of 0.5, 1, 2.5 or 5
volts.

Themeasurement channels are electrically isolated from the power supply and the
interfaces. When TEDS or T-ID is used, themeasurement channel is automatically
parameterized after connection.

Status LED
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The following table gives the descriptions for all LED states.

System LED Description

Green System is error free

Red System error

Orange System is not ready; boot procedure is running

Orange flashing System is not ready; download is active

MX1615B-R pin assignments

Connect sensors via the 14-pinODU MINI-SNAP connectors.

Connector Pin Connection
Wire color
(1-KAB183 or 1-KAB184)

pin side of cable

1 Excitation (-)
jumper to pin 11

Black

2 Excitation (+) Blue

3 Voltage input 60 V (+) White/Black

4 Signal ground Red/Black

5 -- Pink/Black

6 -- Yellow/Black

7 Measurement signal (+) White

8 Measurement signal (-) Red

9 -- Brown

10 -- Yellow

11 Sense (-)
jumper to pin 1

Grey

12 Sense (+) Green

13 TEDS (-) Grey/Black

14 TEDS (+) Green/Black

Shield Shield --

NOTE
Pin assignment is different for Strain gage transducers, Resistance-based
measurements andResistance-basedmeasurements inputs. Formore
information, refer to thewiring diagrams.

NOTE
Connection between pins 1 and 11 is necessary for all MX1615B-R transducers.
Note that the sensor connectormust have a connection between pins 4 and 5 for
compatibility with otherMXmodules.
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4.3 MX1601B-R standard module (universal amplifier)

Up to 16 configurable inputs for DC voltage sources (60 V, 10 V, 100mV), DC
current sources (20mA) or current-fed piezoelectric transducers (IEPE, ICP®) can
be connected to theMX1601B-R module.

Transducer MX1601B-R Wiring diagram

Voltage,
60 V, 10 V, 100 mV

● 74

Current-fed piezoelectric transducer
(IEPE, ICP®)

    ●  † 75

Current, 20 mA ● 76

†UseODU 14-pin to BNC adapter 1-KAB430-0.3.

All measuring channels are electrically isolated from one another and from the power.
When using transducer excitation, electrical isolation from the supply voltage of the
amplifier is rescinded.

Status LED

The following table gives the descriptions for all LED states.

System LED Description

Green System is error free

Red System error

Orange System is not ready; boot procedure is running

Orange flashing System is not ready; download is active
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MX1601B-R pin assignments

Connect sensors via the 14-pinODU MINI-SNAP connectors.

Connector Pin Connection
Wire color
(1-KAB183 or 1-KAB184)

pin side of cable

1 -- Black

2 -- Blue

3 Voltage input (+), IEPE (+) White/Black

4 Signal ground
jumper to pin 5

Red/Black

5 Ground cable detect
jumper to pin 4

Pink/Black

6 Current input 20mA (+) Yellow/Black

7 -- White

8 -- Red

9 Active sensor supply (-) Brown

10 Active sensor supply (+) Yellow

11 -- Grey

12 -- Green

13 TEDS (-) Grey/Black

14 TEDS (+) Green/Black

Shield Shield --

NOTE
Connection between pins 4 and 5 is necessary for all transducers. Note that the
sensor connectormust have a connection between pins 1 and 11 for compatibility
with theMX1615B-R module.

The adjustable transducer excitation between 5 and 24 volts is only available on
channels 1 through 8. These channels can draw amaximum of 0.7W per channel or
2W total.

Channels 9 through 16 output the supply voltage (10 ... 30 V)minus approximately
one volt. A maximum current of 30mA per channel or 75mA total can be consumed.
The current limitation switches the transducer excitation off if current consumption is
higher.
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4.4 MX1609KB-R Thermocouple Amplifier

Up to 16 typeK thermocouples (Ni-CrNi) can be connected to theMX1609KB-R
module formeasuring temperatures.

Transducer MX1609KB-R Wiring diagram

Thermocouple
●

K-type only
80

Status LEDs

The following table gives the descriptions for all LED states.

System LED
Channel
LED

Description

Green -- System is error free

Red -- System error

Orange Orange System is not ready; boot procedure is
running

Orange flashing Orange
flashing

System is not ready; download is active

-- Green Connection is error free

-- Green
flashing

TEDS data is valid
(LED flashes for 5 seconds)

-- Orange Transducer identification/sensor scaling
is running

-- Red No sensor connected
Channel error (incorrectly parameterized,
connection error, invalid TEDS data)
Overload of sensor supply

Thermocouple with TEDS functionality (RFID)
Measuring point identification
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AnRFID chip in or on the thermocouple plug ensures wireless transducer
identification through the amplifier. RFID technology enables contactless reading
andwriting of data such as the precisemeasuring point or the required physical unit
(°C or °K). It is written onto theRFID chip via a correspondingRFID transponder in
the amplifier.

The chip is reusable andworks without batteries.

TheMX1609KB-R has a rescaling function. Errors from thermocouples or installation
situations can beminimized using a table that converts values from degreeC to
degreeC.

TheMX1609KB-R can process maximum 64 value pairs. 14 value pairs can be
stored in the TEDS template “Calibration Table" if no additional optional templates
are used.

This function delivers the best results when the ambient temperature of the
MX1609KB-R, and therefore the temperature of the cold junction, is kept constant.

Conditions for usingRFID chips formeasuring point identification

n All channels can read/write via RFID

n The neighboring channel must not be occupied during writing

n Maximum distance chip to housing: 1mm

n For self-assembly: check position of chip on plug
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4.5 MX1609TB-R Thermocouple Amplifier

Up to 16 thermocouple type T (Cu-CuNi) can be connected to theMX1609TB-R
module formeasuring temperatures.

Transducer MX1609TB-R Wiring diagram

Thermocouple
●

T-type only
80

Status LEDs

The following table gives the descriptions for all LED states.

System LED
Channel
LED

Description

Green -- System is error free

Red -- System error

Orange Orange System is not ready; boot procedure is
running

Orange flashing Orange
flashing

System is not ready; download is active

-- Green Connection is error free

-- Green
flashing

TEDS data is valid
(LED flashes for 5 seconds)

-- Orange Transducer identification/sensor scaling
is running

-- Red No sensor connected
Channel error (incorrectly parameterized,
connection error, invalid TEDS data)
Overload of sensor supply

Thermocouple with TEDS functionality (RFID)
Measuring point identification
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AnRFID chip in or on the thermocouple plug ensures wireless transducer
identification through the amplifier. RFID technology enables contactless reading
andwriting of data such as the precisemeasuring point or the required physical unit
(°C or °K). It is written onto theRFID chip via a correspondingRFID transponder in
the amplifier.

The chip is reusable andworks without batteries.

TheMX1609TB-R has a rescaling function. Errors from thermocouples or installation
situations can beminimized using a table that converts values from degreeC to
degreeC.

TheMX1609TB-R can process maximum 64 value pairs. 14 value pairs can be
stored in the TEDS template “Calibration Table" if no additional optional templates
are used.

This function delivers the best results when the ambient temperature of the
MX1609TB-R, and therefore the temperature of the cold junction, is kept constant.

Conditions for usingRFID chips formeasuring point identification

n All channels can read/write via RFID

n The neighboring channel must not be occupied during writing

n Maximum distance chip to housing: 1mm

n For self-assembly: check position of chip on plug
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4.6 MX411B-R highly dynamic universal module

Up to four (4) electrically isolated inputs can be connected to theMX411B-R module,
including strain gage and inductive bridges, standardized voltage andDC current
sources (20mA) or current-fed piezoelectric (IEPE, ICP®) and piezoresistive
transducers.

Transducer MX411B-R Wiring diagram

Strain gage, full bridge
six-wire configuration

● 64

Strain gage, half bridge
five-wire configuration

● 64

Strain gage, quarter bridge
three- or four-wire configuration

    ●  *

3-wire only
64

Inductive full bridge ● 68

Inductive half bridge ● 68

Piezoresistive transducer ● 71

Voltage,
10 V

●

10 V only
74

Current-fed piezoelectric transducer
(IEPE, ICP®)

    ●  † 75

Current, 20 mA ● 76

*Use quarter bridge adapter 1-SCM-R-SG1000-2, 1-SCM-R-SG120-2 or 1-SCM-R-SG350-2. †UseODU 14-pin to BNC adapter 1-KAB430-0.3.

Themeasurement channels are electrically isolated from each other and from the
power supply. When using the adjustable transducer excitation, electrical isolation
from the supply voltage is not required.
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Status LEDs

The following table gives the descriptions for all LED states.

System LED Description

Green System is error free

Red System error

Orange System is not ready; boot procedure is running

Orange flashing System is not ready; download is active

Channel
LEDs

Description

Green Channel is ready

All orange Boot procedure is running

All orange
flashing

Download is active

Orange Connection is newly assigned; transducer identification is
running

Green flashing,
then green

TEDS data is being read

Orange
flashing, then
green

Manual configuration; ignore TEDS

Red No sensor connected; channel error (incorrect
parametization, connection error, invalid TEDS data);
overloaded sensor supply
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MX411B-R pin assignments

Connect sensors via the 14-pinODU MINI-SNAP connectors.

Connector Pin Connection
Wire color
(1-KAB183 or 1-KAB184)

pin side of cable

1 Excitation (-) Black

2 Excitation (+) Blue

3 Voltage input 10 V (+), IEPE (+) White/Black

4 Signal ground
jumper to pin 5

Red/Black

5 Ground cable detect
jumper to pin 4

Pink/Black

6 Current input 20mA (+) Yellow/Black

7 Measurement signal (+) White

8 Measurement signal (-) Red

9 Active sensor supply (-) Brown

10 Active sensor supply (+) Yellow

11 Sense lead (-) Grey

12 Sense lead (+) Green

13 TEDS (-) Grey/Black

14 TEDS (+) Green/Black

Shield Shield --

NOTE
Connection between pins 4 and 5 is necessary for all transducers. Note that the
sensor connectormust have a connection between pins 1 and 11 for compatibility
with theMX1615B-R module.
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4.7 MX460B-R frequency / counter module

Up to four (4) digital inputs may be connected to theMX460B-R, tomeasure digital
pulses up to 1MHz (speed, torque, angle position, displacement, PWM in general).
CX23-R/EXRCPU/EXRLCPU support is limited in the following aspects. Math
functions are not supported. Interactive zeroing of the “crank shaft” sensors is not
supported.

You can connect up to four transducers to the frequency measuring amplifier
MX460B-R. Transducers are connected via a 14‐pinODU device socket. All
measuring channels are electrically isolated from one another and from themains.
When using the adjustable sensor supply, electrical isolation from the supply voltage
of the amplifier is rescinded.

Transducer MX460B-R Wiring diagram

Frequency / pulse counter
(timer, TTL)

● 82

Incremental encoder
(timer, TTL)

● 82

Torque / speed ● 82

Passive inductive encoder ● 90

PWM - Pulse width, pulse duration, period duration ● 91

Crankwheel sensor ● 96

CAUTION
TheMX460B can supply sensors with a constant DC voltage of 5 to 24 volts.
Always check encoder data sheet formaximum supply voltage. Supplying a
sensor supply of 12 volts to a 5-volt encodermay damage it.

When TEDS or T-ID is used, themeasurement channel is automatically
parameterized after connection.
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Status LED

The following table gives the descriptions for all LED states.

System LED Description

Green System is error free

Red System error

Orange System is not ready; boot procedure is running

Orange flashing System is not ready; download is active

Channel LED Description

Green System is error free

All LEDs are orange System is not ready; boot procedure is running

Orange flashing System is not ready; download is active

Orange Connection newly assigned, transducer
identification running (calibration)

Flashing green (5 seconds),
then green

TEDS data being read in

Flashing orange (5
seconds), then green

Manual configuration ongoing (ignore TEDS)

Red System error

General rule: Brief flashing, TEDS identified (green: is used, orange: is not used).
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MX460B-R pin assignments

So that insertion or removal of a transducer connection can be unmistakably
identified, Pin 4 andPin 5 in the connector plugmust be bridged! If this bridge is
missing, nomeasurement values will be recorded at the connection!

Connect sensors via the 14-pinODU MINI-SNAP connectors.

Connector Pin Connection
Wire Color
(1-KAB183 or 1-KAB184)

pin side of cable

1 Reference pulse 0° (zeroing pulse) (-) Black

2 Reference pulse 0° (zeroing pulse) (+) Blue

3 f1 AC+ (for passive inductive transducers) White/Black

4 Reference voltage Vref (2.5 V)
jumper to pin 5

Red/Black

5 Plug-in detection
jumper to pin 4

Pink/Black

6 No function Yellow/Black

7 Frequency input
f1 (-)

White

8 Frequency input
f1 (+)

Red

9 Active sensor supply 5...24 V (0 V) Brown

10 Active sensor supply 5...24 V (+) Yellow

11 Frequency input
f2 (-)

Grey

12 Frequency input
f2 (+)

Green

13 Signal ground, TEDS (-) Grey/Black

14 TEDS (+) Green/Black

Shield Shield --

NOTE
Connection between pins 4 and 5 is necessary for all transducers. Note that the
sensor connectormust have a connection between pins 1 and 11 for compatibility
with theMX1615B-R module.
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4.8 MX471-R modules

4.8.1 MX471B-R CAN module

Up to four (4) independent CAN bus inputs can be connected to theMX471B-R
module.

Transducer MX471B-R Wiring diagram

CAN bus
database or rawmessage

    ●  §

database only
93

§ Including support for CCP/XCP-on-CAN (not in combinationwith CX23-R).

EachCAN bus node is electrically isolated from each other and from the power
supply.

TheMX471B-R supports classical bit rates up to 1Mbit/s. Please refer to the
MX471B-R Data Sheet for the relationship between bit rate andmaximum bus line
length.

Status LEDs

The following tables give the descriptions for all LED states.

System LED Description

Green System is error free

Orange System is not ready; boot procedure is
running

Orange flashing System is not ready; download is active

Red System error; faulty synchronization
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BUS LEDs Description

Green flashing Bus is error free; activity on CAN

Green Bus is error free; no activity on CAN

Orange flashing Intermittent bus errors (warning); activity
on CAN

Orange Intermittent bus errors (warning); no
activity on CAN

Red Bus error; CAN interface in Bus OFF
status

Connector LEDs Description

Green Channel is activated - no errors or failure

Orange BUS warning - intermittent or permanent
failure

Orange flashing Firmware update in progress

Red BUS error - data is lost, reduce number of
decoded and/or transmitted signals

Red flashing BUS off - no transmission or receiving
possible

MX471B-R pin assignments

Connector PIN Description
Wire color
(1-KAB2109-2)

pin side of cable

1 CAN_SHLD (direct connected to chassis potential, capacitively
coupled to GND)

Yellow

2 -- Red

3 CAN_GND (Ground / 0V / V-) Black

4 CAN_H (dominant high) White

5 CAN_L (dominant low) Blue

NOTE
According to EMC requirements, Pin 1 can be connected to the shield of theCAN
cable. The integration of themoduleMX471B-R in the potential equalization is
highly recommended.
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4.8.2 MX471C-R CAN / CAN FD Module

Up to four (4) independent CAN / CAN FD bus inputs can be connected to the
MX471C-R module.

Transducer MX471C-R Wiring diagram

CAN bus
database or rawmessage

    ●  §

database only
93

CANFD bus ●  93

§ Including support for CCP/XCP-on-CAN (not in combinationwith CX23-R).

EachCAN bus node is electrically isolated from each other and from the power
supply.

TheMX471C-R supports classical bit rates up to 1Mbit/s andCAN FD rates up to 4
Mbit/s. Please refer to theMX471C-R Data Sheet for the relationship between bit
rate andmaximum bus line length.

Status LEDs

The following tables give the descriptions for all LED states.

System LED Description

Green System is error free

Orange System is not ready; boot procedure is
running

Orange flashing System is not ready; download is active

Red System error; faulty synchronization
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BUS LEDs Description

Green flashing Bus is error free; activity on CAN

Green Bus is error free; no activity on CAN

Orange flashing Intermittent bus errors (ERROR
PASSIVE); activity on CAN

Orange Intermittent bus errors (ERROR
PASSIVE); no activity on CAN

Red CAN interface in Bus OFF state

Connector LEDs Description

Green Channel is activated - no errors or failure

Orange Intermittent or permanent failure - data is
lost

Orange flashing Firmware update in progress

Red Module in overload - reduce number of
decoded and/or transmittedmessages

Red flashing BUS off - no transmission or receiving
possible

MX471C-R pin assignments

Connector PIN Description
Wire color
(1-KAB2109-2)

pin side of cable

1 CAN_SHLD (direct connected to chassis potential, capacitively
coupled to GND)

Yellow

2 -- Red

3 CAN_GND (Ground / 0V / V-) Black

4 CAN_H (dominant high) White

5 CAN_L (dominant low) Blue

NOTE
According to EMC requirements, Pin 1 can be connected to the shield of theCAN
cable. The integration of themoduleMX471C-R in the potential equalization is
highly recommended.

NOTE
Details about CAN andCAN FD can be found in the separateQuantumX /
SomatXR CAN manual.
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4.9 MX590B-R pressure acquisition module

Up to five (5) pressure inlets for direct acquisition of relative and absolute pressures
using TEDS technology for each port.

Transducer MX1609KB-R MX1609TB-R MX590B-R Wiring diagram

CANFD bus 93

Absolute pressure (gas/fluid) sensor ● 1

Relative pressure (gas/fluid) sensor ● 1

Configurable with up to five (5) individual pressure transducers, with pressure
measurement: absolute, up to 10 bar; relative, up to 25 bar. A modulemay be
orderedwith 5 different pressure ranges, selected from those listed below.

Measuring range Groove 1 color Groove 2 color Order code

0 ... 4 bar absolute Blue Blue A

0 ... 6 bar absolute Green Green B

0 ... 10 bar absolute Yellow Yellow C

-0.5 ... +0.5 bar relative Red Black D

0 ... +1.6 bar relative Black Black E

-1 ... +2.5 bar relative Blue Brown K

-1 ... +4 bar relative Red Blue F

-1 ... + 10 bar relative Blue Yellow G

-1 ... +16 bar relative Orange Orange H

0 ... +25 bar relative Brown Brown I

Empty (blank plate) - - 0
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Status LEDs

System LED Description

Green System is error free

Orange System is not ready; boot procedure is running,
not synchronized

Orange flashing System is not ready; download is active

Red Fatal hardware error. Themodulemust be sent
to HBM for recovery.

CAUTION
If themaximum pressure of the coupling (value stored in the TEDS chip) is higher
than themaximum pressure of the transducer (value permanently stored in the
module), the channel LED flashes red. In this case, there is a risk of
permanent destruction of the pressure transmitter.

Channel LED Description

Red flashing Fatal hardware error. Themodulemust be sent
to HBM for recovery.

Red flashing Pressure transmitter defect. Themodulemust
be sent to HBM for transmitter recovery.

Red Limit exceeded.
If TEDS is needed: no TEDS has been detected
yet.

Orange Preparation of the channel is carried out.

Green flashing, 5s TEDS data is read

Orange flashing, 5s TEDS detected, but the data is not used (ignore
TEDS selected)

Green If TEDS is used: Maximum pressure out of
TEDS-data is matching with maximum pressure
of transmitter.

Permanently Green
flashing

If TEDS is used: Maximum pressure out of
TEDS-data is lower thanmaximum pressure of
transmitter.

Permanently Red flashing If TEDS is used: Maximum pressure out of
TEDS-data is higher thanmaximum pressure of
transmitter. DANGER of permanent
destruction of the transducer.

Ports

Each pressure transmitter is equippedwith a self-sealing inlet made of stainless
steel or aluminum, depending on the nominal pressure range. Matching couplings
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are: Walther-praezision, type LP-004. TheHBM couplings 1-CON-S3006T
(aluminum, FKM sealing) and 1-CON-S3007T (stainless steel, FFKM sealing) are
equippedwith aRFID-chip for the TEDS dataset. After attaching a coupling, the
content of the TEDS chip is read (RFID technology).

Pressure couplings (sold separately)

Order
Number

Description Material Sealing
Nominal
Pressure
range

Connection TEDS

1-CON-
S3006T

Pressure
coupling

Aluminum FKM < 10 bar M12 x 1.5 (external
thread)

via
RFID

1-CON-
S3007T

Pressure
coupling

Stainless
steel

FFKM ≥ 10 bar M12 x 1.5 (external
thread)

via
RFID

Programming TEDS

The couplings are deliveredwith an empty TEDS chip andmust be programmed by
the user. To program the TEDS chip, make sure you have installed the TEDS Editor
(see theQuantumX SystemCD, setups\obsolete\TEDS_Setup.exe)

1. RunMX Assistant.

2. Search for theMX590B-R and connect to themodule.

3. Make sure you have selected "use TEDS if available" in the Channel-Tab for
the channel you will program the TEDS chip on.

4. Connect the coupling to the corresponding channel. The Channel LED will
flash.

5. Select "open TEDS in HBM TEDS Editor" from the TEDS context-menu.

6. Once the TEDS chip content is available to the TEDS Editor, set "Maximum
pressure", "Pressure type" and "Channel name" to your desired values.

7. Click on "save TEDS and activate" and close the TEDS Editor.
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5 Inputs

5.1 Strain gage transducers

Transducer MX840B-R MX1615B-R MX411B-R

Strain gage, full bridge
six-wire configuration

● ● ●

Strain gage, half bridge
five-wire configuration

● ● ●

Strain gage, quarter bridge
three- or four-wire configuration

    ●  *

3-wire only
●

    ●  *

3-wire only

*Use quarter bridge adapter 1-SCM-R-SG1000-2, 1-SCM-R-SG120-2 or 1-SCM-R-SG350-2.

Full-bridge strain gage

NOTE
For full four-wire bridge configurations, a connection between the sense lead and
excitation lines must bemade in the connector.
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Half-bridge strain gage

NOTE
For half three-wire bridge configurations, a connection between the sense lead
and excitation lines must bemade in the connector.

Quarter-bridge strain gages
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5.2 Inductive transducers

Transducer MX840B-R MX411B-R

Inductive full bridge ● ●

Inductive half bridge ● ●

LVDT
(linear variable differential transformer)

●

Inductive full-bridge
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Inductive half-bridge
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Linear variable differential transformer (LVDT)
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5.3 Piezoresistive transducers

Transducer MX840B-R MX411B-R

Piezoresistive transducer ● ●
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5.4 Potentiometric transducers

Transducer MX840B-R MX1615B-R

Potentiometric transducer ● ●
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5.5 Voltage sources

Transducer MX840B-R MX1615B-R MX1601B-R MX411B-R

Voltage,
60 V, 10 V, 100 mV

●
●

60 V only
●

●

10 V only

100mV DC Voltage Source

10 or 60 V DC Voltage Source

NOTE
Maximum input voltage to housing and supply ground is ±60V. A connection
between pins 1 and 11 is necessary for compatibility with theMX1615B-R
module. A connection between pins 4 and 5 is necessary for compatibility with all
otherMXmodules. TheMX1615B-R module does not provide an adjustable
sensor supply.
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5.6 Current-fed piezoelectric transducers (IEPE, ICP®)

Current-fed piezoelectric transducers are suppliedwith a constant current and output
a voltage signal to the amplifier. This type of transducer is also called an IEPE or
ICP® transducer. IEPE is short for Integrated Electronics Piezo Electric. ICP® is a
registered trademark of the company PCB Piezotronics.

Transducer MX840B-R MX1601B-R MX411B-R

Current-fed piezoelectric transducer
(IEPE, ICP®)

    ●  †     ●  †     ●  †

†UseODU 14-pin to BNC adapter 1-KAB430-0.3.

NOTE
IEPE transducers with TEDS version 1.0 are supported.
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5.7 Current sources

Transducer MX840B-R MX1601B-R MX411B-R

Current, 20 mA ● ● ●

20mA DC Current Source

NOTE
Maximum current is ±30mA.
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20mA Current-fedDC Current Source

NOTE
Maximum current is ±30mA.

NOTE
The sensor supply must be connected in series. This, however, terminates the
electrical isolation to themodule supply.
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5.8 Resistance-based measurements

Transducer MX840B-R MX1615B-R

Resistance or resistance-based measurements ● ●

Resistance thermometer (RTD),
PT100 or PT1000

●
●

PT100 only

Resistance
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Resistance Thermometer (RTD)
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5.9 Thermocouples

Transducer MX840B-R MX1609KB-R MX1609TB-R

Thermocouple     ●  ‡
●

K-type only

●

T-type only

‡Use thermocouple adapter 1-SCM-R-TCK-2 for K-type, 1-SCM-R-TCE-2 for E-type, 1-SCM-R-TCT-2 for T-type and 1-SCM-R-TCJ-2 for J-
type.
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5.10 Digital timer inputs

Transducer MX840B-R MX460B-R

Frequency / pulse counter
(timer, TTL)

●

connectors 5-8
●

Incremental encoder (timer, TTL)
●

connectors 5-8
●

Torque / speed
●

connectors 5-8
●

SSI protocol
    ●  

connectors 5-8

Frequency / pulse counter
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Incremental encoder
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Torque / Speed (HBM torque transducers)
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Absolute value encoder (SSI protocol)
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5.11 Passive inductive encoder

Transducer MX460B-R

Passive inductive encoder ●
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5.12 Pulse width, pulse duration, period duration (PWM)

Transducer MX460B-R

PWM - Pulse width, pulse duration, period duration ●
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5.13 CAN devices

Transducer MX840B-R MX471B-R MX471C-R

CAN bus
database or rawmessage

    ●  

connector 1

    ●  §

database only

    ●  §

database only

CANFD bus ● 

§ Including support for CCP/XCP-on-CAN (not in combinationwith CX23-R).

NOTE
To ensure normal operation, theCAN bus needs to be terminated at both ends
using appropriate termination resistors. TheMX471B-R, MX471C-R and
MX840B-R provide internal completion resistors betweenCAN H andCAN L that
can be enabled or disabled individually with software.
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5.14 Direct pressure sensors

Transducer MX590B-R

Absolute pressure (gas/fluid) sensor ●

Relative pressure (gas/fluid) sensor ●

NOTE: Differential pressure (gas/fluid) sensors are not supported.
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5.15 Crank wheel sensors

Transducer MX460B-R

Crankwheel sensor ●
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6 Outputs

6.1 Output measurement signals to CAN bus

6.1.1 MX840B-R

TheMX840B-R universal module allows channels 2-8 to output to theCAN bus
(channel 1). This mode is configured entirely in theMX Assistant.

6.1.2 MX471B-R / MX471C-R

Bothmodules MX471B-R andMX471C-R allow measurement signals, or the signal
calculated in real time, to be output to theCAN bus. This gateway mode is typically
used in test benches or inmobilemeasuringmode, for connection to a central CAN-
based data logger.

This mode is configured entirely in theMX Assistant. TheMXmodules need to be
connected via FireWire and the signals to be transmittedmust be parameterized
isochronously (in real time), and then assigned to the relevant CAN port. The
parameterization is permanently stored in themodules (EEPROM). To simplify
integration at the opposite end (for example, a logger/test bench), theMX Assistant
can generate aCAN database of signals (.dbc).
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6.2 Output signals in real time

6.2.1 MX878B

TheQuantumXMX878B AnalogOutput Module allows for up to eight analog voltage
outputs formeasured sensor values and channel calculations in real time. This mode
is configured using theCX23-R Data Processor or using the catman® orMX
Assistant software. All otherMXmodules must be connected via FireWire, and the
signals to be transmittedmust be parameterized isochronously (in real time) and then
assigned to the relevant analog voltage output. The parameterization is permanently
stored in themodules (EEPROM). Themaximummeasuring rate is limited to 5 kHz.

6.2.2 CX27C-R via Industrial Ethernet (EtherCAT® or PROFINET) and recording
via Ethernet

Each source from anMXmodule is distributed into two signals, to which different
data rate and filtering parameters can be assigned. For example, the first signal of an
input channel can have a high data rate (for example, an acceleration sensor with 100
kS/sec) and deactivated filter for analysis while the second signal can have a lower
data rate (for example, 5 kS/sec) and be output via EtherCAT® or PROFINET.
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7 Revision History

Version Date Notes

1.0 08/2014 Initial revision

2.0 02/2015 CX23-R and EX23-R

3.0 10/2015 MX840B-R, MX411B-R andMX471B-R modules

3.1 10/2015 Minor updates

4.0 11/2015 Electromagnetic conformity

5.0 04/2016 Sensor adapters, UPX-002, outputs

5.1 06/2018 Mechanical fixing of modules, KAB430 IEPE adapter pinout corrections, addition of
MX460B-R andMX590B-R, and view of solder side of connectors in wiring diagrams

6.0 08/2018 MX1609TB-R

6.1 10/2018 Correction of views of soldering side, new CAUTION: Remove system power to add
modules to the system, minor English change to CAUTION about power over 30 V, new
PC host connection information in English from German version

7.0 08/2019 MX471C-R, CX27C-R, CAN FD Bus, diagrams for soldering 1-CON-P1007 and 1-CON-
P1016 connectors and Phillips head screws onmounting brackets

7.1 11/2019 Thermocouple adapters, T-type and J-type for MX840 and -1 ... +2.5 bar relative for
MX590B-R

7.2 12/2019 Minor updates
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